WHEN A 1 OR 2 LEVEL DOUBLE IS PENALTY

We open a weak two-bid and an opponent overcalls DOUBLE is for penalty
   2 Hearts  2 Spades  Double (Penalty)

We open 1 Heart  1 NT by the opponent, DOUBLE by you is penalty
   1 Heart  1 NT  Double (Penalty)

We have bid and raised a suit, and the opponent bids, DOUBLE is penalty
   1 Heart  Pass   2 Hearts  3 Clubs  Double (Penalty)

We have opened, an opponent doubles for takeout and we redouble, all
Subsequent DOUBLES are for penalty
   1   Heart  Double  Redouble  2 Diamonds  Double (Penalty)

An opponents has previously been doubled (or passed) for penalty
   1 Diamond  1 Heart  Pass  Pass  Double  Pass  Pass  2 Clubs  Double (Penalty)

We’re in a forcing auction and partner doubles, it’s penalty
   1 Spade  Pass   2 Clubs  2 Diamonds  DOUBLE (Penalty)

LEAD DIRECTING DOUBLES: When the opponents make an artificial bid
DOUBLE is for PENALTY:
   1 NT  Pass   2 Clubs (Stayman) Double says lead a club
   1 NT  Pass   2 Hearts (Transfer) Double says lead a heart
   1 Spade  Pass   3 Spades  Pass   4 NT  Pass   5 Diamonds DOUBLE lead a diamond